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Deep-Sky WondersSky Pub Corp, 1998
Highlights from Sky & Telescope's Deep-Sky Wonders column display the independence of thought and devotion to craft that made writer "Scotty" Houston a favorite among readers for almost 50 years. Sky & Telescope magazine contributing editor Stephen James O'Meara has selected and arranged the best of Scotty's work...
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Java: A Beginner's Guide, Seventh EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.


	Up-to-Date, Essential Java Programming Skills?Made Easy!


	Supplement for key JDK 10 new features...
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Culpeper's Complete Herbal: Illustrated and Annotated EditionSterling, 2019

	
		A revised and refreshed edition of Culpeper’s classic book on herbal remedies.

		

		“[An] updated and beautifully designed guide . . . ” —Booklist

		

		For more than 360 years, Nicholas Culpeper’s historic guide to herbal remedies has been THE definitive...
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Essentials of Probability & Statistics for Engineers & ScientistsPearson Education, 2012


	This text was designed for a one-semester course that covers the essential topics

	needed for a fundamental understanding of basic statistics and its applications in

	the fields of...
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Information Resources in Toxicology, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2009
This latest version of Information Resources in Toxicology (IRT) continues a tradition established in 1982 with the publication of the first edition in presenting an extensive itemization, review, and commentary on the information infrastructure of the field.  This book is a unique wide-ranging, international, annotated bibliography and compendium...
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Real World Adobe Illustrator CS2Peachpit Press, 2005
How do you define a serious Illustrator user? How about one who uses Illustrator to produce robust and professional-looking vector graphics but also needs the program to be flexible and efficient in  workflow and production cycles. If this describes you or the user you strive to be, then you need this book Filled with the industrial-strength...
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Java(tm)2: A Beginner's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Essential Skills--Made Easy!

Learn the fundamentals of Java 2 programming from master programmer and best-selling author Herb Schildt. Fully updated to cover Java 2 version 1.4, this step-by-step guide will have you programming in no time. You'll start at the beginning, learning why Java is the preeminent language of the Internet, how it...
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Our Beautiful, Fragile World: The Nature and Environmental Photographs of Peter EssickRocky Nook, 2013

	Our Beautiful, Fragile World features a career-spanning look at the images of photojournalist Peter Essick taken while on assignment for National Geographic magazine. In this book, Essick showcases a diverse series of photographs from some of the most beautiful natural areas in the world and documents major contemporary...
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Archilochus: The Poems: Introduction, Text, Translation, and CommentaryOxford University Press, 2019

	In antiquity Archilochus of Paros was considered a poet rivalled only by Homer and Hesiod, yet he has been relatively neglected by modern scholarship. This is largely due to the fragmentary state of his surviving poetry, though our knowledge has expanded significantly since the middle of the

	twentieth century as new papyrological...
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In The Name Of Terrorism: Presidents On Political Violence In The Post-world War II EraUniversity of New York, 2005
No book like this could have been written without the generous assistance of the staffs of Lyndon B. Johnson Presidential Library, the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library, the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library, and the George Bush Presidential Library. Going far beyond providing normal access to internal documents, the staffs of these libraries...
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Perspectives on Classifier Constructions in Sign LanguagesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Classifier constructions are universal to sign languages and exhibit unique properties that arise from the nature of the visual-gestural modality. The major goals are to bring to light critical issues related to the study of classifier constructions and to present state-of-the-art linguistic and psycholinguistic analyses of these constructions. It...
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Moderating Usability Tests: Principles and Practices for Interacting (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Many aspects of usability testing have been thoroughly studied and documented. This isnt true, however, of the details of interacting with the test participants who provide the critical usability data. This omission has meant that there have been no training materials and no principles from which new moderators can learn how to interact.
...
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